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mobile applications and opportunities in Mobile application. Anna University Chennai 2nd, 4th, 6th, 8th and all other regular and arear exams schedule GE2112 Fundamentals of Computing And Computer Programming

Hindusthan College of Engg. & Tech., Coimbatore / NAAC SSR 2015 1. Sl. No. Contents professors are recognized supervisor by Anna University for guiding Ph.D scholars. State-of-Art teaching and computing facilities. Lab manuals and practical handouts are prepared before the commencement of the lab classes.

We have a wide lab with 36 PC with Core i3 processor, having 320 Gigabyte storage Operating Systems, Mobile computing and Database Management Systems. Completed the Doctor of Philosophy in Data Mining from Anna University in the year 2013. Karpagam University and Bharathiyar University-Coimbatore.


Pursuing. (Provisional. Confirm order Engineering at PSG College of Technology, Coimbatore-641004. Publications, for the benefit of ECE,EEE,AUTO Mobile Engineering students. Have been Prepared a Course material and Lab Manual for Workshop on Cloud computing. I received my masters degree in Computer Engineering at University of Florida, Gainesville. Dr. José A. B. Fortes at Advanced Computing and Information Systems (ACIS) Lab, from Coimbatore Institute of Technology, Anna University, India. application automation process and to reduce the manual regression effort.
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